We provide verification theorems (at different levels of generality) for infinite horizon stochastic control problems in continuous time for semimartingales. The control framework is given as an abstract "martingale formulation", which encompasses a broad range of standard control problems. Under appropriate conditions we show that the set of admissible controls gives rise to a certain class of controlled special semimartingales. Our results generalise both the standard controlled Itô -and Lévy -diffusion settings as we allow ourselves to locally control not only the drift and diffusion coefficients, but also the jump intensity measure of the jumps.
Introduction
As far as we know, to date the most general setting for controlled Markov processes in continuous time is that in [20] . In this paper we provide sufficient conditions of optimality for the control problem of minimising the cost functional
over all admissible state-control processes X α x , α x ∈ A p x , where X α x 0 = x. We assume that each control process α x ⋅ = (σ ⋅ , ν ⋅ , µ ⋅ ) determines the volatility, the jump intensity and the drift of the system X α x . We stress that, unlike most of the literature including [20] , the action space allows us to choose the jump measure ν in a position-dependent way and from an arbitrary class. The local dynamics of the controlled process X α x are described by nonlocal operators of the form (L a g)(⋅) ∶= (u + µ) T ∇g(⋅) + 1 2 Tr(σ T Hg σ)(⋅) + R n 0 g(⋅ + y) − g(⋅) − y T ∇g(⋅) ν(dy), (1.2) where each a = (σ, ν, µ) is an element in the (properly defined) set of available actions A. Here, f is the given running cost function and γ α t denotes a discounting process depending on the admissible pair X α x , α x .
The contribution of this paper to the subject of stochastic control is twofold: firstly, we set up a general (and abstract) martingale formulation for multidimensional controlled semimartingales whose differential characteristics are controlled continuously in time. Secondly, we explore different characterisations of the value function at different levels of generality, including the standard verification theorems which are based on the corresponding HJB type equation. We also show the interplay between the different assumptions and the relationship with the classical stochastic differential equation (SDE) setting (see, for example, [22] , [19] and references therein). In particular, our control formulation encompasses the controlled Itô diffusion case and, further, generalises the controlled jump diffusion case presented in [20] .
The basic structure of a stochastic control problem involves the description of the system dynamics and the corresponding class of admissible controls. Most of the literature dealing with verification theorems is set up via either a strong or a weak SDE formulation with a Markovian structure. That is, the evolution of each controlled system is governed by an SDE whose relevant coefficients are functions of the type h(t, x, u(t, x)), where u is the control policy. In such a setting the definition of the "smallest" class of admissible controls relies then on wellposedness results (existence and uniqueness of solutions) of the corresponding SDE's. Along these lines, the study of continuous time stochastic control of Markov processes, and more generally of Ito-diffusions, has been widely researched. For a quick overview of this formulation, see the surveys [3] and [21] . For a more detailed study we refer to [8] , [7] , [33] and references therein. Control settings allowing discontinuous processes include those of stochastic control for Markovian jump systems (also known as Markov decision processes) as given, for example, in [18] , [31] , [23] ; and, more generally, controlled jump diffusions (also known as Lévy diffusions) as in [20] .
When compared to the controlled SDE approaches, either for (continuous) Itô diffusions or for (discontinuous) Lévy diffusions, the amount of research outside these settings, such as the control martingale approach, is less. Some works in this direction are [13] , [14] , [15] , [12] , [9] . In this paper we also consider a control setting outside the SDE formulation. The main features of our model are the following: i) Our control problem is based on a martingale approach similar to the one given in [9] (see also [4] , [15] ), wherein the underlying local dynamics, i.e. each admissible pair (X α x , α x ), is characterised as a solution to a control martingale problem. This approach is also similar to the one introduced by Stroock and Varadhan for SDE's. This formulation allows very general underlying dynamics for the controlled system where neither is the dynamics of the system assumed to be Markovian nor is the class of admissible policies restricted to be Markovian or state-feedback policies. We assume a multidimensional state space with no state constraints. The general setting presented here encompasses typical stochastic control problems for Itô difusions.
ii) The action set A is an open abstract space for which each action a ∈ A is a triplet which determines (locally) the diffusion coefficient, the jump intensity and the drift of the underlying process. We are thus outside the standard assumption of taken A ⊂ R k , k ∈ N. The local dynamics of the controlled system X α x is described by means of the family of Lévy operators {L a ∶ a ∈ A} as defined in (1.2) . The use of these operators allows us to study a general class of controlled processes without any a priori restriction to the Markovian class.
Our main results are the following: i) Controlled semimartingale dynamics. We prove that our controlled processes are special semimartingales whose differential semimartingale characteristics are related to the associated control policy α x (Corollary 4.4). The generality of our setting imposes stronger integrability conditions for the control α x so as to guarantee the finiteness of the pth moments of X α x (Proposition 4.8), which are crucial when dealing with value functions of polynomial growth. In the standard SDE approach, where polynomial growth is also a natural assumption, the corresponding integrability conditions are usually granted by the Itô conditions. This is discussed in Section 6.1.
ii) Dynamic Programming Principle (DPP). In order to use the dynamic programming approach to study our control problem, our starting point is to prove that the DPP (also known as Bellman's principle of optimality) holds true in our abstract martingale setting (Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.6). Such a principle is well-known for continuous controlled Markov processes. However, under more general frameworks, its validity is either assumed true because of its clear intuitive meaning or the reader is referred to references which, in many cases, deal with slightly different models.
ii) Verification theorems. Under different assumptions on the initial control data (running cost function) and considering different classes of admissible policies (including the Markovian class), we provide different results to characterise the value function including the standard verification theorems (Theorem 5.13). These results provide sufficient conditions to characterise the optimal payoff function (or value function) as a solution to the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation and, at the same time, they allow us to determine optimal feedback controls via the pointwise optimisation of the HJB equation. The proofs of these theorems rely on the probabilistic counterpart of the dynamic programming principle. Essentially, one needs to show that the so-called Bellman process associated with a control process (see definition in (B.10)) is a submartingale for any admissible policy, and it is a martingale whenever the policy is optimal. In particular, we cover in detail the case where the running cost function f has polynomial growth.
iii) Examples. As applications of our results, we provide a few examples with explicit solutions. In one of them the optimal controlled process is a Brownian motion that is jumped to the origin whenever it leaves a certain region. We also give the explicit solution for a control problem with a quadratic running cost function. For this case we determine the value function and exhibit an optimal policy whose associated optimal controlled process is an Ornstein-Uhnlenbeck type process. There is a close connection between linear-quadratic (LQ) optimal control problems and the quadratic case presented here. Indeed, although the controlled system associated with each admissible control is not assumed to be linear, we still obtain a linear, optimally controlled process. Furthermore, we get an optimal control whose drift component is linear in the state variable and whose diffusion component and jump intensity are related to the solution to an algebraic Riccati equation (see (8.11 )- (8.12) in Section 4).
Needless to say, we are aware of the limitations arising when considering verification results in the context of classical (regular enough) solutions. It is well-known that (even for standard controlled diffusions) the regularity of the value function cannot be guaranteed in general. Nevertheless, even though our verification results are based on the assumption of a smooth solution to the HJB equation, our control setting gives a promising starting point to handing very general stochastic control problems in continuous time and with abstract control sets. The generalisation of our results to the context of viscosity solution is left as part of our future research. A brief discussion of the finite horizon case and other possible extensions are given in Section 7.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces some standard notation. Section 3 describes the control setting of interest. In Section 4 we study the underlying dynamics of our controlled process. Here we show the semimartingale structure of our formulation. Then, in Section 5 we define the cost structure of the problem and state the main results of the paper: the dynamic programming principle and its (sub-)martingale formulation (Lemma 5.6), as well as the characterisation results of the value function (Lemma 5.10, Theorem 5.13 and Theorem 6.2). In Section 6 we consider different classes of admissible controls such as the Markovian case and its connection with the standard SDE setting. The finite horizon case and other possible generalisations are briefly discussed in Section 7. We provide some applications in Section 8. Finally, for the sake of clarity, the proofs of all our results are collected in the Appendices.
Notation
Let R n be the n-dimensional Euclidean space where each point x is expressed by a column vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) T . As usual, the superscript "T " denotes the transpose of a vector (or a matrix). The set of nonnegative real numbers is denoted by R + . For any two vectors x, y ∈ R n , the inner product and the Eucliden norm are denoted by x ⋅ y ∶= ∑ n i=1 x i y i and x ∶= √ x ⋅ x, respectively. 3 Notation M (R n ), B(R n ) and C(R n ) denote the spaces of real-valued measurable functions, bounded measurable functions and continuous functions on R n , respectively. These spaces are endowed with the sup-norm f = sup x f (x) . We denote by C k (R n ), k ∈ N, the space of real-valued k-times continuously differentiable functions defined on R n . An additional subscript c will be used to denote the corresponding space of functions with compact support and by C ∞ c (R n ) ∶= ⋂ ∞ k=1 C k c (R n ) we denote the space of infinitely often continuously differentiable functions on R n with compact support.
Given a metric space (E, d), B(E) denotes the Borel σ−algebra compatible with the metric d. Given the measure space (E, B(E), ρ), L q (E, B(E), ρ) (in brief L q (ρ) if there is no risk of confusion), 1 ≤ q < ∞, stands for the Banach space of all equivalence classes of mappings f ∶ E → R n which agree a.e. with respect to ρ and for which f q < ∞, where the q-norm ⋅ q is given by
Let M n×n (R) be the set of real-valued n × n-matrices endowed with the Frobenius norm B ∶=
where Tr(C) ∶= ∑ n i=1 C ii denotes the trace of the matrix C ∈ M n×n (R). The n × n identity matrix will be denoted by I.
and, further, ν satisfies ∫ R n 0 y 2 ν(dy) < +∞. Here, we used the notation a ∧ b ∶= min{a, b} and a ∨ b ∶= max{a, b}, for any a, b ∈ R. The space M p is endowed with a suitable weak convergence topology and its Borel σ-algebra is denoted by B(M p ).
For any σ ∈ M n×n (R), the matrix σ T σ is symmetric positive semidefinite. By Theorem 8.1 in [28, Chapter 8, p . 37] and Theorem 7.10 in [28, Chapter 7, p. 35], given σ ∈ M n×n (R), µ ∈ R n and ν ∈ M p , there exists a unique in law R n -valued process X x ∶= (X x t ) t∈R+ , started at x ∈ R n , having stationary independent increments and satisfying
The infinitesimal generator of the n−dimensional process X x is the operator L, with domain Dom(L), defined for any
see [28, Theorem 31.5, p. 208 ]. Here, ∇g and Hg denote the gradient and the Hessian in the variable x with components ∂ i g ∶= ∂ ∂x i g, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and ∂ 2 ij g ∶= ∂ 2 ∂x i ∂x j g, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, respectively.
Stochastic control setting
We are interested in studying a stochastic control problem in a continuous setting: continuous time and continuous action and state space. We shall consider a martingale control formulation to describe the dynamics of each controlled system, or rather its law, as determined by the martingale property of a certain class of processes. For each controlled system, the local dynamics are described by a given family of operators defined on a certain class of test functions.
Notation. Given a metric space (E, d), P(E) denotes the set of probability measures on (E, B(E)). The set of càdlàg functions (right-continuous with left-limits) on R + with values in E is denoted by D(R + ; E) and is endowed with the Skorohod topology [6, Chapter 3, Section 5]. Given a stochastic basis (Ω, F, F, P), all equalities and inequalities between random variables are understood to hold P−almost surely, unless stated otherwise.
3.1. Control setting. A controlled system with state space R n and distribution ξ ∈ P(R n ) at an initial time r ∈ R + is described by the following elements.
(i) Action set. It is given by an open subset A ⊆ M n×n (R) × M p × R n and denotes the set of possible actions available at each instant time and it is endowed with the corresponding product Borel σ−algebra denoted by B(A) and derived from the Borel σ-algebra on
(ii) Instantaneous underlying dynamics. The local dynamics of the system are specified by a family
, such that for each a = (σ, ν, µ) ∈ A and for a fixed vector u ∈ R n , the operator L a with domain D a is defined,
A control policy is an A-valued process α = (α t ) t≥0 determined by its probability law P α , i.e. P α is a probability measure on (D(R + ; A)). The set of all such control processes is denoted by U.
(iv) Admissible control policies. The set of admissible policies A p r,ξ ⊆ U with initial condition (r, ξ) ∈ R + × P(R n ) is defined as the class of control processes α r,ξ = α r,ξ t t≥r ∈ U satisfying the following:
(H1) There exists a filtered, complete probability space 1 (Ω α , F α , F α = (F α t ), P α ) which supports both an F α -adapted càdlàg copy of α r,ξ (denoted again by α r,ξ ) and an F αadapted R n -valued càdlàg process X α r,ξ = (X α r,ξ t ) t≥r with P α ○ X α r,ξ 
is an (F α , P α )-local martingale (i.e. an F α -adapted local martingale under P α ).
Hereafter, any pair X α r,ξ , α r,ξ with α r,ξ ∈ A p r,ξ will be referred to as an admissible pair.
Notation. For any x ∈ R n , the initial conditions (r, δ x ) will be denoted by (r, x), and thus A p r,δx ≡ A p r,x and (X α r,δx , α r,δx ) ≡ X α r,x , α r,x , whereas if r = 0, then A p 0,δx ≡ A p x and (X α 0,δx , α 0,δx ) ≡ X α x , α x . Definition 3.1 (Control Martingale Problem). Let ξ ∈ P(R n ) and r ∈ R + . The R n ×A-valued admissible pair X α r,ξ , α r,ξ or, more precisely, the sextuplet (Ω α , F α , F α , P α , X α r,ξ , α r,ξ ), with P α ○ X α r,ξ r −1 = ξ, is called a solution to the control martingale problem for ({L a ∶ a ∈ A}, C 2 c (R n ), (r, ξ)), whenever (H1) holds. Here {L a ∶ a ∈ A} is the family of operators defined in (3.1) and ξ is the distribution of X α r,ξ r . Remark 3.2. The set of admissible policies A p r,ξ can then be thought of as the set of laws of the pair (X α r,ξ , α r,ξ ) viewed as a random element with values in D(R + ; A) × D(R + ; R n ).
Convention. In order to extend the martingale problem (3.2) to R + and given the assumption
i) Since the stochastic basis (Ω α , F α , F α , P α ) in (H1) fulfils the usual conditions, by [26, Theorem 2.9, Chapter II, p. 65] any martingale defined on it admits a càdlàg version which will be the one we always work with.
ii) By (3.2) in (H1), the process h(X α r,ξ ) is a special semimartingale for each h ∈ C 2 c (R n ). Observe that no further restrictions, such as assuming the Markov property, are imposed neither on the process X α r,ξ nor on α r,ξ .
iii) It is feasible to consider a larger set of test functions in (3.2), for instance the space C 2 (R n ).
However, enlarging this set reduces the size of the set of admissible policies A p r,ξ . iv) Using the standard definition of (Lévy) generating triplet with respect to the truncation function h(y) = y1 { y ≤1} (see [ 
Concatenation property and examples of admissible policies.
Since any solution to a martingale problem can only determine the law of its solution process and due to the càdlàg requirement for each admissible pair X α r,ξ , α r,ξ , without loss of generality we may (and we will) consider solutions to the control martingale problem in the corresponding canonical space. More precisely, the sextuplet (Ω α , F α , F α , P α , X α r,ξ , α r,ξ ) takes the form:
where Ω α,1 ∶= D(R + ; R n ) and Ω α,2 ∶= D(R + ; A) are the space of càdlàg functions on R + with values in R n and A, respectively, both of them endowed with the corresponding Skorohod topology;
are the natural filtration generated by the coordinate processes X α r,ξ and α r,ξ , respectively. Finally, the measure P α is a probability measure on (Ω α , F α ).
In the following result we prove a concatenation property for the admissible policies. This property is fundamental for the validity of the dynamic programming principle as will be shown in the next section. . In this case, it is also known that there exists a unique solution to the martingale problem for each initial condition X 0 = x, and further, such a solution is the unique strong solution to the corresponding SDE.
ii) Since constant policies are admissible, Lemma 3.4 implies that (by pasting appropriately) the set of step controls (or piecewise constant controls) A step
x also belongs to A p x . We say that a control α x belongs to A step x if there exists N ∈ N and α k ∈ A, k = 1, . . . , N , such that
The associated controlled process X α x is a Lévy -type process X x with bounded coefficients (see [2, Chapter 3] , [30] ) and whose infinitesimal generator L * is defined, on functions
(3.5)
First results: underlying control dynamics
We shall prove that, for each policy α x ∈ A p x the corresponding controlled process is an R n -valued (special) semimartingale whose characteristics depend on α x .
Recall that, given a filtered probability space (Ω, F, F ∶= (F t ), P), an F-adapted càdlàg process X is said to be a classical (F, P)-semimartingale if it admits a (not necessarily unique) decomposition X = X 0 + M + A P-a.s., where X 0 is finite-valued and F 0 −measurable, M is an (F, P)-local martingale with M 0 = 0 = A 0 , and A is an F-adapted càdlàg processes with paths of (locally) finite variation P-a.s. If additionally A is predictable, then X is called a special semimartingale [10, Definition 4.21, I.4c, p. 43]. For special semimartingales its decomposition is unique (up to indistinguishability) and is known as the canonical decomposition of X ( [10, Definition 4.22, I.4c, p. 43]). An adapted stochastic process is said to be predictable (resp. optional) if it is measurable with respect to the predictable σ-algebra P (resp. optional σ-algebra O), i.e. the σ-algebra on Ω × R + generated by all the left-continuous (resp. cádlág) adapted processes
Another explicit representation for semimartingales can be given in terms of the so-called semimartingale characteristics relative to a truncation function h. Such a decomposition is known as the canonical representation relative to h. Let us briefly recall these concepts (see [10, Chapter II] for a detailed study). Let X = (X i ) 1≤i≤n be an n-dimensional semimartingale. Fix a truncation function h ∶ R n → R n (i.e., a bounded measurable function with compact support such that h(x) = x in a neighbourhood of the origin [10, Definition 2.3]). Definẽ
thenX(h) is an n-dimensional finite variation process and X(h) is a process with uniformly bounded jumps (and thus is a special semimartingale) and differs from X by a finite variation process. Now, recall also that, for a given state space S, a random measure µ on R + × S is a family
For any random measure µ and any optional function W on Ω × R + × S, we denote by W * µ the integral process Given an adapted càdlàg R n -valued process X, the measure associated to its jumps is defined as the integer-valued random measure η X on R + × R n given by 
gives the number of jumps whose sizes fall in the measurable set D ⊂ R n , during the time interval [0, t]. Since X is càdlàg , the random measure η X (ω; dt, dy) takes only finite values for any Borel subset D of R n bounded away from zero. Moreover, by [10, Theorem 1.8, Chapter II.1a, p. 66], there exists an unique (up to indistinguishability) predictable random measure η on R + × R n for which, in particular, the integral process W * (η X − η) given by
is a local martingale for each predictable function W on Ω×R + ×R n for which W * (η X −η) t (ω) is finite. The random measure η(ω; ds, dy) is called the predictable compensator, or dual predictable projection of the jump measure η X . 
where X c denotes the continuous martingale part of X (with components X i,c ); and (iii) η = η(ω; dt, dy) is a random measure on R + × R n 0 and is the predictable compensator of the integer-valued random measure η X = η X (ω; dt, dx) associated with the jumps of X.
Notice that the characteristics are unique up to indistinguishability. Furthermore, as notation indicates, B h depends on the chosen truncation function h, whereas C and η are independent of h.
Remark 4.3. To simplify notation we shall fix the initial state (0, δ x ) ∈ R n × P(R n ) and work with the class of controls A p x . Our results can easily be extended to the general case A p r,ξ with (r, ξ) ∈ R + × P(R n ).
We now state the relationship between each policy α x ∈ A p x and the semimartingale characteristics of its corresponding process X α x .
, ω ∈ Ω α . Remark 4.5. B h and C are the local drift coefficient and the local covariance matrix, respectively. We also recall that the predictable characteristics do not characterise the law of the process, however they provide useful information related to its jumps as we will see in Proposition 4.8. i) The process C takes values on the set of all positive semidefinite symmetric n × n-matrices.
By definition, C is the unique (up to null sets) adapted continuous process, starting at C 0 = 0, with paths t ↦ C ij (t) having finite variation over compact intervals and such that
is a local martingale (see [27, IV.26] ). ii) By Proposition 4.4, for each admissible α x , the process X α x is an Itô semimartingale, in the sense that its characteristics are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure [1, Definition 1.16, p. 45]. Hence, the control process α x determines the differential semimartingale characteristics of X α x .
Remark 4.7. If X is a Lévy process with generating triplet (b, c, F ), then its characteristics in the semimartingale sense are the not random functions:
Proposition 4.4 identifies ds ⊗ ν s (ω, dy) as the compensator of the random measure associated to the jumps of X α x , hereafter denoted by η X,α x . This plays an important role in obtaining estimates of the running maximum of X α x q for q > 2, which are fundamental to deal with value functions of super-quadratic order. We now state conditions on the control process α x ∈ A p x which guarantee the finite expectation of the running maximum of X α x q , for q ≥ 2.
Notation. E α x will denote the expectation with respect to the measure induced by the process X α x started at x.
where X α x ,c is the continuous martingale part of X α x , η X,α x is the jump measure associated with X α x and η is its predictable compensator.
iii) Let X α x ,d be the discontinuous martingale part of the process X α x and let q ∈ [2, p]. Suppose that for each t ≥ 0 
Also observe that, under constant policies we recover the corresponding Lévy -Itô decomposition for Lévy processes.
ii) Proposition 4.8 establishes a relationship between the existence of qth-moments of X α x and the finiteness of ∫ y >1 y q ν(dy) < +∞ for each measure ν. In particular, by considering constant policies we recover the well-known results for the existence of moments of Lévy processes [28, Theorem 25.3]: a Lévy process with generating triplet (b, c, F ) has finite qthmoments whenever ∫ y >1 y q F (dy) < +∞. That is, the finiteness of the moments depends on the tail behaviour of F (the big jumps).
iii) Since X α r,ξ is a semimartingale, the Meyer-Itô formula ensures that, for any
is also a semimartingale whose decomposition can be given explicitly [ Remark 4.10. We can also prove that the predictable quadratic variation of X α x = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) T is given by
and, thus,
Control problem and Verification theorems
Let us now describe the cost structure of the control problem we are interested in. 
ds, for some given bounded, measurable and nonnegative function q ∶ R n × A → R + .
The aim is to minimize (5.1) over all admissible policies α x ∈ A p
x . In order to solve this problem, the dynamic programming approach focuses on studying the associated family of optimisation problems indexed by the initial data x. The solution of the control problem consists then in finding both (a) the value function (or optimal payoff function) V ∶ R n → R + , given by
an optimal policy for each initial state x ∈ R n (whenever it exists); that is a family
Notation. For convenience we will write J α (r, x) ≡ J(X α r,x , α r,x ) and J α (x) = J α (0, x). We will also write (X α , α) instead of (X α r,x , α r,x ) whenever these processes are inside the operator E α r,x . Remark 5.1. For many applications the cost functional (5.1) is considered a suitable model to analyse the long-time behaviour of a controlled system. The corresponding finite horizon case will be treated in Section 7.1.
It is well-known that in the previous form the infinite horizon formulation is time-invariant: it does not vary over time as long as the initial state is the same. This is stated in the following lemma.
Then
We now prove the validity of the dynamic programming principle (DPP) for our control setting.
To do this, we will need the following definitions.
Remark 5.4. Notice that, by definition of the value function V , the existence of ǫ-optimal controls is always guaranteed.
We want to establish conditions which help us to determine if a given function φ ∶ R n → R + is the value function of the control problem (5.1)-(5.3). The following lemma provides a necessary condition satisfied by the optimal cost function V . This result is a consequence of the DPP.
The process S V,α x is called the Bellman process. At each time t, it can be thought of as the minimum expected total cost, given the evolution of the process up to time t under the policy α x and then changing to an optimal control afterwards. The submartingale property tells us then that by using an arbitrary control α x for a longer time, the expected cost keeps on increasing and such an increase is zero whenever the policy is optimal.
ii) Lemma 5.6 provides a first necessary (but not sufficient) condition to characterise the value function. As in the standard diffusion case, some sufficient conditions can be given in terms of the so-called transversality condition (see (5.10) below).
iii) Notice that policies with infinite payoff were not excluded from the definition of admissible policies. However, when solving the optimisation problem we will only focus on policies with finite payoff, as otherwise it is clear that such a policy cannot be an optimal one.
Let us give some further assumptions for a given candidate value function φ ∈ C 2 (R n ):
i) The submartingale and martingale conditions (SC)-(MC) are the core feature in the standard martingale approach for stochastic control problems (see [4] ). By Lemma (5.6), these conditions are only necessary conditions for optimality.
ii) The transversality condition (5.10) implicitly prescribes some kind of growth condition on V . Essentially, it ensures that the value function V (x) does not growth too rapidly for large x . This condition plays a similar role than a terminal condition does in the finite horizon case.
Remark 5.9. If our control problem were a maximisation problem then the condition "positive submartingale" in (SC) would be replaced by "positive supermartingale", whereas the inequalities (7.10)-(7.11) would be reversed.
Lemma 5.10 (Verification Result 1). Let p ≥ 2 and let φ ∈ C 2 (R n ) be a nonnegative function satisfying (SC) and (TC). Then the following holds.
i) For any admissible policy α
ii) If condition (MC) holds, then φ(x) = Jα(x) and, thus, φ is the value function of the control problem (5.1)-(5.3) and {α x ∶ x ∈ R n } is a family of optimal admissible policies.
iii If condition (nC) holds, then φ is the value function and, for each n, {α x n ∶ x ∈ R n } is a family of ǫ n -optimal admissible policies with ǫ n ∶= 1 n . Remarks 5.11.
i) Under conditions (SC) and (TC), Lemma 5.10 implies that the candidate value function φ is a lower bound for the value function V . However, to apply this lemma one needs to verify both conditions for each policy α x ∈ A p x .
ii) The transversality condition (TC) is not much of a problem in the maximisation case with nonnegative running cost as such a condition becomes lim sup
iii) Condition (SC) is usually dealt with via the corresponding HJB equation related to the so-called verifications theorems.
Verification theorems provide sufficient conditions for optimality when the value function is smooth enough. Such conditions are given in terms of the solution to an integro-differential equation and require the concept of Markov policies. 
) have the same law. If all the mappings inᾱ are independent of time, then the corresponding control is said to be a stationary Markov control.
To state the verification theorem of our control problem, we introduce the following conditions:
(HJB) φ satisfies the integro-differential equation A few comments about the previous assumptions:
(i) Equations of the type (7.6) are usually referred to as Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equations (or the Dynamic Programming Equation) and they are the infinitesimal version of the dynamic programming principle. By assuming sufficient regularity conditions for the value function, this equation can be derived formally by a standard limiting procedure.
ii) Assumption (UI) is important for the case when the Bellman process S φ,α x is only a local submartingale. This condition implies that the nonnegative local submartingale S φ,α x is of class (DL) and thus it is a true submartingale.
iii) Assumption (OC) allows one to identify and construct an optimal (stationary) Markov control policy via a pointwise minimisation of the associated HJB equation.
The main result of this paper is the following verification theorem. This theorem characterises the value function V as a solution to the integro-differential equation (7.6) and it also identifies optimal Markov controls.
Theorem 5.13 (Verification Result 2). Let p ≥ 2 and suppose that φ ∈ C 2 (R n ) is a nonnegative function satisfying φ(x) ≤ C( x q + 1) for some C > 0 and q ∈ [2, p] . Under conditions (HJB), (UI) and (TC), the following holds.
ii) If, additionally, condition (OC) holds, then φ(x) = Jα(x), the family {α x ∶ x ∈ R n } is a family of optimal (stationary) Markov policies, and φ(x) is the value function of the control problem (5.1)-(5.3).
Remark 5.14.
i) The proof of Theorem 5.13 is given in the appendix B.5 and follows a localised version of the standard martingale approach for stochastic control problems. Therein we first show that the Bellman process S φ,α x is a local submartingale for any arbitrary admissible policy and, further, it is a local martingale whenever the policy is optimal. Then, thanks to condition (UI) we conclude the proof by standard localising arguments.
ii) Since φ ∈ C 2 , we are seeking smooth solutions to the HJB equation. This regularity also justifies the use of the Itô -Meyer formula in the corresponding proof. However, by Theorem 71 in [25, Chapter IV, p. 221], the smoothness condition can be relaxed, at least for the one-dimensional case, by considering φ ∈ C 1 with an absolutely continuous derivative f ′ .
iii) For a maximisation problem the infimum in (7.6) should be replaced by a supremum, so that statement i) in Theorem 5.13 would imply that φ is an upper bound for the value function, that is φ(x) ≥ J α (x), for each admissible policy.
Remark 5.15. It is worth recalling the importance of (TC) at prescribing growth conditions for the candidate value function φ. In the diffusion setting, a standard example is the following (see [7, Example 3.1, p. 130]): consider the equation
It can be proved that the corresponding transversality condition lim t→∞ e −qt E x (φ(B x t )) = 0 is satisfied only when c 1 = 0 = c 2 . Here B x is a standard Brownian motion started at x. On the other hand, the other solutions given by (5.13) grow exponentially as x → ∞ or x → −∞.
Remark 5.16. For any fixed a ∈ A, let Y x,a be an R n -valued Lévy process started at x whose infinitesimal generator coincides with the operator L a on C 2 c (R n ). If φ ∈ C 2 (R n ) has polynomial growth of degree p ≥ 2 and, further, φ solves the integro-differential equation
then, by Theorem 5.13, such a solution admits the probabilistic representation:
In general, it can be difficult to verify the validity of conditions (UI) and (TC). However, if the function φ is bounded, both conditions follow straightforwardly. In particular, if the running cost function f is bounded, then the value function is also bounded and so is any candidate value function φ. We thus obtain the following result for the bounded case. Thanks to the finiteness of the pth moment of each measure ν outside the ball B 1 , the growth condition of φ in Theorem 5.13 ensures that the non-local term in L a φ (and so equation (7.6)) is well-defined. We are now interested in providing conditions on the running cost function f that guarantee that the corresponding value function is of polynomial growth. i) The key fact in the proof of this lemma (see section B.6) is to show that for the constant policy α x = a 0 , with associated controlled process X a x , the following holds
Observe that the latter inequality is valid as the process X a x is a Lévy martingale with drift whose qth-moments estimates are well-known and satisfy the inequality above.
ii) In the Itô diffusion setting another standard condition for the running cost function f is the (uniform) growth condition f (x, a) ≤ C(1 + x q ). In our framework, such a case is covered by Lemma 5.18 which also implies that the value function V has polynomial growth of degree at most q.
iii) It is not difficult to see that to allow a value function with exponential growth one needs, in principle, an exponential moment for the measures ν outside the unitary ball B 1 . Appropriate assumptions on the control α x are required to guarantee the finite expectation of the exponential moments of X α x . The latter will then ensure the validity of the corresponding transversality condition.
We now state conditions on the running cost function f that imply (TC). Remark 5.22. In particular, this corollary is valid when f is of the same order than a polynomial function of degree p ≥ 2. Recall that the parameter p is related to the moments of each ν outside of the ball B 1 (see (2.1)).
Different classes of admissible controls
Apart from the case where the running cost function is bounded, we have not explored yet conditions that guarantee the validity of (UI). This assumption, as was pointed out before, is not easy to verify in practical applications. To fill in this gap, we provide the following three classes of admissible controls for which condition (UI) is no longer needed in the corresponding verification theorems. Case 1. Integrability conditions on the control processes α x . Definition 6.1. An admissible policy α x = (σ, ν, µ) ∈ A p
x is said to belong to the classÃ p x (q), q ∈ [2, p], whenever it satisfies the additional condition:
where G α x t and H α x t are as defined in (4.5). Remark 6.3. Condition (H3) seems to be quite restrictive, however, we will see that due to the generality of our set-up is fairly natural to impose integrability conditions of this type. We will also see that in the standard SDE framework the corresponding integrability assumptions are implied by the very-well known Itô conditions. Remark 6.4. Thanks to the assumptions on the growth of the candidate function φ, the proof of Theorem 6.2 follows easily by observing that (6.1) guarantees the finiteness of the expectation of the running maximum of X α x q .
Case 2. Growth conditions on the control processes α x . Definition 6.5. An admissible policy α x = (σ, ν, µ) ∈ A p x is said to belong to the classÂ p x , p ≥ 2, if the following conditions hold:
(H4) There exist measurable functionŝ
such that, for eachĝ ∈ {σ,ν,μ},ĝ X α x t , ⋅ is F α t -adapted and, further,
, ω)), P α − a.s..
(GC) There exist a deterministic positive constant K and a real-valued process κ = (κ t ) t≥0 such that for all t ≥ 0 and x ∈ R n
Remark 6.6. The previous definition of admissible controls can be thought of as a generalisation of the Itô SDE setting as presented in [22] . In this reference, under an additional Lipschitz condition, the process κ t can be given explicitly in terms of the associated drift and diffusion (stochastic) coefficients, see [22, Section 1.3, p. 23]). The key fact in the proof of Theorem 6.7 is to show that, for each admissible policy α x ∈Â p
x , E α x [sup 0<s≤t X α s p ] < +∞, for each t ≥ 0. The latter follows directly from the estimates given in Proposition 4.8. Notice that, apart from the growth condition (6.3), the assumption ∫ t 0 κ s p ds ∈ L p 2 (P α ) is crucial. The rest of the proof follows the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 6.2, so that we omit the details. As a particular case of the class of admissible controlsÂ x p given in Definition 6.5, we can now restrict our attention to the class of stationary Markov controls, i.e. when α x is of the form α x s (ω) = (σ(X α x s (ω)),ν(X α x s (ω)),μ(X α x s (ω))), for some (deterministic) measurable functionsσ,ν andμ (recall Definition 5.12). Definition 6.9. An admissible policy α x = (σ, ν, µ) ∈ A p
x is said to belong to the class A M,p x , p ≥ 2, if α x is a stationary Markov control process and the following condition is satisfied:
, then there exists a deterministic positive constant K such that for all t ≥ 0 and x ∈ R n , the functionsσ,ν andμ satisfy x . Remark 6.11. Since this result is just a particular case of Theorem 6.7, we omit its proof.
6.1. About the standard SDE settings. Most of the literature dealing with optimal control of Lévy -Itô diffusions share two important characteristics in the definition of admissible policies:
a) The optimisation is usually done over the smaller class of Markov controls u. Hence, each process X u is defined as a solution to a controlled SDE with a Markovian structure:
γ(X u r− , z, u r− )N (dr, dz), (6.4) i.e., the drift and diffusion coefficients b and s, as well as the function γ (which determines the size of the jumps), are assumed to be functions of both the space and the control variable. HereÑ (ds, dz) ∶= N (ds, dz) − dsν(dz) is a compensated Poisson random measure (independent of the Brownian motion W ), whose mean measure ν is fixed and satisfies that
b) The drift and diffusion coefficients as well as γ satisfy appropriate Itô -type conditions: Lipschitz and linear growth conditions in the space variable and uniformly on the control variable.
The importance of such conditions is that they guarantee both (i) the existence and uniqueness of a strong solution to the corresponding SDE, and (ii) the square integrability of the associated control process (see [8, Chapter 4] i) Although in our setting condition (H3) seems to be quite strong when compared to the Itô or Lévy diffusion cases, this assumption is crucial to guarantee the finiteness of the qth moments of each process X α x . Nevertheless, by Theorem 6.7, the qth moments are also finite whenever the growth condition (6.3) holds.
ii) By imposing an additional Lipschitz condition we can also guarantee the existence of a strong solution to the corresponding SDE. We then see that our framework encompasses the controlled Itô SDE case.
iii) Using Definition 6.5, we can recover the Itô diffusion case by setting ν ≡ 0 and by proceeding as follows: given an admissible control α x t (ω) ∶= (σ,μ)(⋅, ω), whereσ ∶ R n × Ω → M n×n (R) andμ ∶ R n × Ω → R n satisfy (H4), define s(⋅, α t (ω)) ∶=σ(⋅, ω) and b(⋅, α t (ω)) ∶=μ(⋅, ω) as the corresponding diffusion and drift coefficients. iv) In the Lévy diffusion (6.4), the jump intensity measure ν is fixed and deterministic. Hence, the control affects only the jump sizes determined by the function γ(x, z, u). Since our martingale approach allows us to control the jump intensity measure, our setting is more general than the jump case in [20] . v) We can reformulate the controlled SDE (6.4) in terms of our martingale approach as follows. Define the action control set Γ ′ as a subset of M n×n (R) × R n × F (R n ; R n ), where F (R n ; R n ) is the set of measurable functions on R n with values on R n . Fixed a jump intensity measure ν and replace the operator L a in (3.1) by the operator
where each action a = (σ, µ, θ) ∈ Γ ′ . The set of admissible controls can now be defined (with the appropriate changes) as was done in Section 3.1.
Finite horizon case and other extensions
7.1. Finite Horizon Case. We will sketch briefly the formulation for the case when the planning horizon is a finite (deterministic) time interval [0, T ] ⊂ R + . We take the control setting of Section 3.1 except for the fact that all processes are defined on the time interval [0, T ]. Keeping this restriction in mind, we shall use the same notation for the class of admissible controls (recall also Remark 4.3). Let p ≥ 2 be fixed throughout this section. For each z ∈ R n , define the cost functional
where f ∶ [0, T ] × R n × A → R + and h ∶ R n → R + are the running cost and the terminal cost functions, respectively. As before, the discount process is given by
The stochastic control problem on the interval [0, T ] consists in solving the optimisation problem: inf
for some initial state z ∈ R n .
The solution to (7.1)-(7.2) consists then in finding the optimal value of J and an optimal policy (whenever it exists). A policyα z ∈ A p z is called optimal if the corresponding admissible pair (Xα z ,α z ) satisfies
Unlike the infinite horizon, the cost functional (and thus the value function) in the finite horizon case does depend on both the initial state and the initial time of the system. Hence, in order to solve (7.1)-(7.3) via the dynamic programming approach, we consider the associated family of control problems indexed by the initial time-state points.
Given (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R n , for each admissible pair (X α t,x , α t,x ), we define
4)
where E α t,x stands for the mathematical expectation conditional to X α t,x t = x. As before, we have omitted the superscripts t, x when appearing inside the operator E α t,x . We have that J α (t, x) is the expected cost of using the control policy α t,x over the time interval [t, T ] given the initial time-state point (t, x). If t = 0, we write J α (x) ≡ J α (t, x).
The optimal cost function V ∶ [0, T ] × R n → R + is then defined by
Hence, V (t, x) gives the minimum cost-to-go, starting at time t from state x.
Following similar arguments than those used in Section 5, we can obtain the finite horizon counterpart of our previous results. We thus omit the repetition and only present the following verification theorem.
be a nonnegative function with polynomial growth in x of degree p (uniformly in t), which solves
is uniformly integrable. 2 Then the following holds.
(a) For any admissible policy α t, with the boundary condition φ(T, ⋅) = h(⋅). Then, φ(t, x) = J(Xα t,x ,α t,x ), the family {α t,x ∶ (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R n } is a family of optimal policies, and φ(t, x) is the value function of the control problem (7.1)-(7.2). Hence, to define the local dynamics of a control process, we can replace (3.1) by the more general Lévy operator 
ii) If (MC) and (TCb) hold, then φ(x) ≥ Jα(x). The equality holds when, for every admissible policy with finite payoff,
In the latter case, {α x ∶ x ∈ R n } is a family of admissible optimal policies and φ equals the value function.
In a similar way, we can extend all our results for a lower bounded running cost. For more general functions f , additional constraints are required to ensure that the payoff J α (x) is welldefined.
Weak solutions to HJB equation.
The assumption of having a C 2 solution to the HJB equation guarantees that such a solution is regular enough for the integro-differential equation to make sense. However, since the existence of C 2 solutions is difficult to guarantee, a natural approach to deal with this issue is to introduce the concept of viscosity solutions, as has been done in other settings. We leave the study of this issue to future research. and let A x be the set of A ′′ -valued admissible control processes α x = (α x s ) s≥0 (as defined in Section (3.1) with p ≥ 2 and u = 0 for the operator L a ).
We seek the optimal function
Let B be a standard Brownian motion started at zero and define Then the following holds: i) ψ is symmetric and convex and its global minimum is attained at zero. 20 ii) The optimal payoff is given by
and
, ∶ x ∈ R} is a family of admissible optimal policies, where X x is the Markov process, started at x, whose infinitesimal generator defined on C 2 c (R n ) is given by
withν(x; dy) ∶= δ −x (dy), the unit point mass at −x. Thus, the optimal control is to always jump X to zero at maximal (i.e. unit) rate.
Remark 8.2. In this example, conditions (TC) and (UI) are easily verified thanks to the definition of the action control set and condition (8.5).
Example 2.
Let us consider the same control setting as in Example 1, but with a slightly different running cost function. Let f ∶ R → R + be a polynomial of degree p ≥ 2. Suppose that f is a symmetric, C 2 , convex function increasing on R + . Given κ > 0, we seek
The HJB equation for the control problem (8.8) is now given by inf a∈[0,1] is key to guarantee the transversality condition, in this second example such a condition is a consequence of Corollary 5.21 and the polynomial form of the running cost f .
Example 3 (Quadratic Control)
. We now consider the case when the running cost function f (x, (σ, ν, µ)) is a quadratic form as a function of x and µ. We will see that the associated payoff function turns out to be a quadratic form as well and we obtain an explicit solution to the stochastic problem ( and suppose that the infimum in (8.12 ) is attained at (σ,ν) ∈ D.
Theorem 8.5. Consider the control problem (5.1)-(5.3) over the class of admissible controlŝ A 2
x (see Definition 6.1) and with the quadratic running cost f given above. Define Q ∶= Θ −1 B and v ∶= − Θ −1 Pu, where P ∶= BΛ −1 B, and u ∈ R n is the drift term in (3.1). Letμ ∶ R n → R n be defined byμ(x) ∶= −Qx + v. Then the following holds:
is a family of optimal policies, where the associated controlled process Xα
Remark 8.6. The proof, given in Section C.3, follows again a verification approach: we first show thatα x as defined in (8.13) is an admissible policy for each x ∈ R n (see Lemma C.2 in Section A). We then prove that φ(x) ∶= x T B x + c ⋅ x + d satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 5.13. Here we verify that the pointwise minimisation of the corresponding HJB equation yields the algebraic matrix equation (8.11) . ii) Various criteria to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of a positive definite solution to the Riccati equation (8.11 ) are very well-known in the literature (see, for example, [11, 17, 32] , and references therein). Furthermore, it is also known that such a solution can be expressed in terms of the eigenvectors of the 2n × 2n-matrix − q 2 I Θ −1 −Λ Particular case. If the weight cost matrices for the control problem (5.1)-(5.3) are the diagonal matrices Λ ∶= λI and Θ ∶= θI, with λ ≥ 0 and θ > 0, then the coefficients of the corresponding value function V take the explicit values
where p ∶= q 2 + 4λ θ. Proof. Define u ξ,⊕t ∶= α r,ξ ⊕ t β α generated by the measurable rectangles. Define the probability measure P on (Ω, F) as the probability measure on (Ω α × Ω β , F α ⊗ F β ) given by
We can now define the process Z u ξ,⊕ t on (Ω, F, P) as follows
Note now that the integrability of ∫ s r L u ξ,⊕ t l h Z u ξ,⊕ t l dl < +∞, for s > r and h ∈ C 2 c (R n ), as well as the validity of condition (3.3), follow from the validity of such conditions for the admissible pairs (X α r,ξ , α r,ξ ) and (Y β α t , β α t ) associated with u ξ,⊕t and Z u ξ,⊕ t , respectively. It thus remains to prove that
is an ( 
, as required.
Case 2. If k ≤ t ≤ s, then, by definition of (Z u ξ,⊕ t , u ξ,⊕t ) and by the law of iterated conditional expectation, we obtain that
Therefore,
as desired. ∎ A.2. Preliminary results. Let us introduce some additional notation and give some preliminary technical results.
Given a function f ∈ C 2 (R n ), define a sequence {f K } K ⊂ C 2 c (R n ) as follows. For each K > 1,
Given an admissible pair (X α x , α x ) with α x ∈ A p x , p ≥ 2, we define, for each m < K, m ∈ N, the stopping times τ m ∶= T m ∧ S m , where For each a = (σ, ν, µ) ∈ A, we will rewrite
Take m ∈ N and let {f K } K>m be a sequence of functions approximating f defined via (A.7). Then, for any admissible pair (X α x , α x ), α x ∈ A p x , there exists a positive constant C(m, f ) (independent of K), such that, for each K > m,
In particular, the P α − a.s. convergence
holds for all t ∈ R + as K → ∞.
Remark A.2. Recall that we will always omit the superscript x in X α x and α x whenever they appear inside the operator E α x .
Proof. Take α x = (σ, ν, µ) ∈ A p x , f and {f K } K as in the statement. Since f K ∈ C 2 c (R n ), the continuity of f K and the fact that f K = f on [−2K, 2K] yields
where c 0 (m, f ) ∶= max{ (u + 1) sup z ≤m ∇f (z) , 1 2 sup z ≤m Hf (z) }. As for the non-local part, observe that for each x ∈ R n the integral term (G νs f K ) (x) can be split into two regions: E ∶= {y ∈ R n 0 ∶ y ≤ 1} and E c ∶= {y ∈ R n 0 ∶ y > 1}. For x ≤ m, by Taylor's theorem, there exists θ ∈ (0, 1) such that
. Note the use of inequality 2y i y j ≤ y 2 i + y 2 j ≤ y 2 , as well as the fact that c 1 does not depend on K as (by construction)
On the other hand, again using that f K ≤ f and f has polynomial growth of degree q ∈ [1, p], we can find a positive constant c ′ 2 (m, f ) > 0 such that f K (x + y) ≤ c ′ 2 (m, f ) y p , for all x ≤ m and y ∈ E c . Thus (
Since (A.18) holds for f K and ∫ R n 0 y 2 ∨ y p ν s (dy) < +∞ (as ν s ∈ M p , recall definition (2.1)), the DCT implies 
is a local (F α , P α )-martingale.
Proof. Let α x = (σ, ν, µ) ∈ A p x , X α x and f be as in the statement. Take m ∈ N and consider a sequence {f K } K>m defined via (A.7). Since f K ∈ C 2 c (R n ), condition (H1) implies that the process
is a local (F α , P α )-martingale. 
is a local martingale. By the definition of L α x s and η, we have the equality
Therefore, the result follows from Theorem A.3. ∎ A.4. Proof of Proposition 4.8. For the proof of this result, we will need the following auxiliary lemma.
Lemma A.4. Theorem A.3 is also valid for any function f ∈ C 2 (R n ) satisfying the polynomial growth f (x) ≤ C( x q + 1) for some C > 0 and q ∈ [2, p].
Proof. Let (X α x , α x ) be an admissible pair with α x ∈ A p x and let f ∈ C 2 (R n ) be as in the statement. Define
Notice that all processes f (X α x − +y), f (X α x − ) and ∂ i f (X α x − ) are left-continuous with right limits, so they are locally bounded and predictable. The latter implies that, for each y, the process W is also predictable. Since (by Theorem ??) X α x is a semimartingale, the generalised Itô formula [10, Theorem 4.57, Chapter I.4e, p. 57] implies that f (X α x ) is also a semimartingale satisfying
t is a local martingale (recall that M i is the local martingale in the decomposition of X i and η is the compensator of the random measure η X ). Second equality follows from Theorem ?? and the third equality from the definition of L α x s and the fact that W * η t (ω) = ∫ [0,t]×R n 0 W (ω, s, y) ds ⊗ ν s (ω; dy) (see definition in (A.24)). Let us observe that f having a polynomial growth of degree q ≤ p with p ≥ 2 is a key assumption to guarantee that W * η t is well-defined. The latter holds because ν s takes values in M p and thus it is a measure with finite second moments inside the unitary ball B 1 and finite pth-moments in (4.4) ) the equality ⟨ X i,c , X i,c ⟩ t = ∫ t 0 ∑ n k=1 σ 2 ik (s) ds holds, the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality and the fact that ∑ n k=1 a i r ≤ c (∑ n k=1 a i ) r for r > 1 and some constant c > 0, imply
as required.
iii) To deal with the running maximum of the discontinuous martingale part of X α x , we consider the controlled process Y obtained by taking the policy β = (0, ν, −u) ∈ A p x , where ν is the same process in the control α x = (σ, ν, σ) and u is the vector corresponding to the operator L a defined in (3.1). Therefore, the statement (i) proved above implies that
where η Y,β is the integer-valued random measure associated with the jumps of Y and the random measure η is its predictable compensator. Hence, Y is a local martingale and, by Corollary (4.4), η(ω, ds, dy) = ds ⊗ ν s (ω, dy). Thus, to obtain the estimate for the process X α x ,d , we only need to estimate Y t q for x = 0. (A.28) Observe that the processes Y − q and ∇ Y − q are left-continuous with right limits. The previous implies that, for each y, both processes F and G are also predictable.
Itô 's formula applied to h ∶ y ↦ y q implies that
where we have used that η is the compensator of η Y,β . Notation * stands for the stochastic integral defined in (A. 24) .
Observe now that the process N defined by
is a local martingale. Without loss of generality, let us assume that N = F + G * (η Y,β − η) is a true martingale (otherwise one can proceed by considering an appropriate localising sequence).
Hence, since sup 0≤s≤t N s ≤ F + G * (η Y,β − η) t , we obtain that E β 0 (sup 0≤s≤t N s ) = 0 and, thus, the equality (A.29) implies
To estimate the right hand side above, we can now proceed as in the proof of the Kunita's inequalities for Lévy -type stochastic integrals given in [2, Theorem 4.4.23, p. 265] . Namely, using the definition of F and Taylor's theorem one can find θ ∈ (0, 1) such that for any γ > 1. Using Hölder 's inequality with the conjugate values p ′ = q (q − 2) and q ′ = q 2, it follows that where Yα x ,α x = X α x ⋅ +r , α x ⋅ +r . Using that α r,x ∈ A p r,x , the definition ofα x implies that α x ∈ A p
x with corresponding controlled process Yα x . Indeed, the construction of the pair Yα
x ,α x is obtained from the corresponding canonical process X α x , α x by shifting appropriately. The validity of (3.2) and (3.3) follow straightforwardly from the corresponding conditions on X α x , α x . Therefore, taking the infimum over α r,x ∈ A p r,x in the first equality of (B.1) and then taking the infimum overα ∈ A p x in the second equality of (B.1), yields v(r, x) = v(0, x) = V (x), as required. Since both W and Z are martingales and, further,
it follows that U and V are also true martingales. Moreover, by Theorem 29 in [25, p. 75] and the generalised Ito isometry, it follows that E α
Set C ∶= max 4, u + v 2 Q + n δ * Q and δ * ∶= σ 2 + ∫ R n 0 y 2ν (dy). Then, (C.14) and the above estimates imply (C.12), which in turn implies that (H3) holds and, hence,α x ∈Â 2
x . Finally, note that estimate (C.12) also ensures J(X x ,α x ) < ∞, as required. We will see then that, for each x ∈ R n , the triplet (σ,ν,μ(x)) is a minimiser of (C.15).
Since Observe that Θ −1 exists as Θ is a positive definite matrix. Since equation (C.19) should hold for every x ∈ R n , we can now verify that B, c and d as defined in (8.15 ) solve the corresponding system of equations. Moreover, using the definitions of c and v, we can see that µ * (x) coincides withμ(x) = −Qx + v, as required.
Let us also observe that the previous calculations imply that the function φ satisfieŝ
Lφ(x) − qφ(x) + x T Λx + µ T Θµ = 0, for each x ∈ R + , (C.20)
whereL is the operator defined in (8.14) . Since, by Lemma 5.20, the transversality condition (5.10) holds, Theorem 6.2 implies the optimality of the family of admissible policies {α x ∶ x ∈ R n }, as desired. ∎
